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FACTORS AND POSSIBLE APPLICATION SCENARIOS OF EXPLAINABLE AI

The article focuses on the explainability of Artificial intelligence (Ai) algorithms used in public 
administrations. It presents agnostic and non-agnostic Explainable ai (Xai) frameworks with the 
main literature about their development and application and the advantages of the possible 
deployment of these frameworks to the sociotechnical system employed by public administra-
tions. As a case study, we analyse the narratives of teachers’ X users about the algorithms that 
assigned school-teacher positions from 2016 to 2023, an algorithmic system that has generated 
unexpected and potentially problematic effects on society. We argue that the Xai framework can 
be employed by stakeholders as a guideline for the design of transparent systems by design, to 
prevent or mitigate the negative effects of these technologies and provide methods and tools for 
inspecting the processes performed by the automated decision systems.

KEYWORDS Explainable Artificial Intelligence, Transparency, Impact Evaluation, Automated 
Decision Systems, Public Administration.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (Ai) technologies have gone through significant 
growth in recent years, highlighting the need to examine the social impact of 
Automated decision-making systems (Adm) (Hess et al. 2017; Mackrill and 
Ebsen 2018; Aragona 2022). These technologies can influence crucial aspects 
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of the lives of citizens and organisations, such as, for example, job applications 
and loan approvals (Aragona 2022). Digital transformation, together with the 
algorithmisation process, has permeated various sectors of Public administra-
tion (Pa), bringing with it a series of advantages and improvements (Landri 
2018). Public infrastructures are equipping themselves with advanced algo-
rithms and Ai technologies to simplify and automate a diverse range of pro-
cesses (Madan 2023). This integration could support and could contribute 
to operational efficiency and the overall modernisation of the administrative 
system, considering that without control these tools reproduce bias and discri-
mination (Veale and Brass 2019). Although these technologies are often consi-
dered tools, they should instead be identified as actants enabled to act (Latour 
and Woolgar 1979; Callon 1986; Latour 1987; 2005; Hoch et al. 1987; Coz-
zens et al. 1989). These technologies exist within an intricate socio-technical 
assemblage, composed of multiple factors that act in their creation (Kitchin 
2014; Kitchin and Lauriault 2014; Kitchin 2017).

The complexity of the socio-technical interweaving makes these techno-
logies difficult to inspect. Interacting with the assemblage becomes challenging 
due to its inherent complexity. Consequently, digital technology, often likened 
to a black box, exhibits significant opacity in its operations (Pasquale 2015). 
These technological applications within Pa make it necessary to discuss the 
algorithmic risks associated with the implementation of these solutions (Ara-
gona and Amato 2022a). 

To mitigate the impacts of Ai and Adm it is necessary to take into ac-
count the ethical aspects of these technologies. In this regard, we discuss the 
Explainable ai (Xai) framework, which consists of several methods that ex-
pand and argue the outputs of machine learning-based systems (Doshi-Velez 
and Kim 2017; Gilpin et al. 2018). In the literature, some principles have been 
proposed transparency, interpretability, and explainability (Angelov 2021). 
These three concepts are the focus of the Xai framework (Došilović et al. 2018; 
Gilpin et al. 2018). Alongside the Xai framework there is the Artificial intel-
ligence act (Ai act 2024), the regulation on Ai of the European union – Eu 
(2021/0106). This regulation has among its main objectives the construction 
of a regulatory framework common to Eu countries for the management of 
socio-economic risks involving the use of Ai, paying attention to the necessary 
coherence between the data acquired and the regulatory framework, and grea-
ter transparency, explainability and documentability of the actions performed 
by Adm. The Eu has also proposed Ai assessment guidelines through the Ethics 
guidelines for trustworthy ai (2019) which provide the ability for stakeholders 
to access and evaluate decision-making processes that implement automated 
processes or Ai applications.
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In the second paragraph the main literature on the topic is presented 
and the Xai frameworks are shown. The third paragraph introduces the prin-
ciples and objectives set by the Eu regarding Ai. The fourth paragraph develops 
by considering the relationship between Xai, administrative transparency and Pa. 
Added to this is the presentation of a case study regarding the algorithms used for 
the assignment of teachers in Italy, to highlight the potential benefits that the Xai 
framework could implement. Finally, in section 5 the decision-making process and 
the Xai framework will be related and a possible application will be proposed.

We argue that the Xai framework serves as a valuable guide for stakehol-
ders in crafting systems inherently transparent, interpretable and explainable. 
This proactive approach aims to forestall or alleviate the adverse impacts asso-
ciated with such technologies.

2. Explainable Ai, a framework for the evaluation of 
algorithmic systems

Rapid advancements in Ai have underscored the imperative to rendering 
machine decision-making processes comprehensible and interpretable (Nauta et 
al. 2023). Interest in Xai systems also began to grow in academia in 2018, atte-
sting to its peak in 2023. Examining the documents within Scopus, it remains 
uncertain if the subject will sustain its growth in the future, aligning with the on-
going trend in publications. In 2023 alone, Scopus has 2639 documents for the 
extraction query1 of, and 2221 in 2022 out of a total of 7329 since 2004. From 
2004 to 2018, the term appeared in only 16 documents (Figure 1).

Fig. 1.  Xai documents timeline.
Source: Elaboration by the authors on Scopus2.

1 Scopus extraction query «Title-abs-key({explainable artificial intelligence}
or{explainable ai}or {explainable ai (xai)}or{explainable artificial intelligence (xai)})».

2 Search query on Scopus «https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-
f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-

https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
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The number of funder sponsors increased from 6 before 2018 to 159 
after. These actors are both public and private, and considering the number of 
papers per funding sponsor, it can be seen that the first two places are occupied 
by funds provided by the Eu (Figure 2).

Fig. 2.  Top 20 funding sponsors on Scopus.
Source: Elaboration by the authors on Scopus3.

In the same time-frame, the Xai framework assumes paramount impor-
tance in the context of Ai, striving to elucidate the decision-making procedures 
employed by algorithms. 

In the scientific literature, Xai systems have different types of applica-
tions, depending on the interaction an Xai framework has with the application 
domain, one can have the specific Xai frameworks and the agnostic Xai fra-
meworks (Adabi and Berrada 2018; Rawal et al. 2021). Specific frameworks 
refer to applications closely related to the system to be explained, while agno-

key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7be
xplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence+%28xai%29%
7d%29&origin=resultslist&count=10&analyzeResults=Analyze+results».

3 Search query on Scopus «https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-
f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-
key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7be
xplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence+%28xai%29
%7d%29&origin=resultslist&count=10&analyzeResults=Analyze+results».

https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sort=plf-f&src=s&sid=3796eb0c813f0817cf2b1f967322631a&sot=a&sdt=a&sl=145&s=Title-abs-key%28%7bexplainable+artificial+intelligence%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai%7d+or+%7bexplainable+ai+%28xai%29%7d+or+%7bexplainable+artif
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stic frameworks are at a higher level and apply to more technologies (Arrieta et 
al. 2020; Brasse et al. 2023). 

Fig. 3.  Xai frameworks.
Source: Elaboration by the authors.

As shown in Figure 3, the agnostic Xai framework is used for different 
technological applications, therefore, it cannot be exhaustive for all techno-
logies. The non-agnostic framework, on the other hand, considers a specific 
technology and adapts to it, making it an effective and usable tool for making 
that technology explainable.

These two types refer to the approach with technologies, but such sy-
stems arise in a human-machine relationship, and it is necessary to also take 
into account the audience to whom the explanation must be made understan-
dable. Three types of audiences have been identified, which we can define as: 
the audience of experts and those who act directly in the management and 
implementation of Ai technologies, the audience of those familiar with the 
applications who do not deal directly, and lastly the users impacted passively 
by the Adms (Ribera and Lapedriza 2019; Wang et al. 2019).

Pa processes involve the presence of heterogeneous actors - who have dif-
ferent roles and different levels of skills - and must consider this heterogeneity, 
precisely in the design, production, adoption, and use of explainable systems.

Due to their skills, the three identified groups who relate differently to 
technology should be able to find a common level in the interaction with the 
Ai services implemented by the Pa.

Following these considerations, it appears that the Xai framework ap-
plies not only to technologies but also to the context and nature of the commu-
nicative and explanatory process that exists between technology and human 
actors. Therefore, it requires a multidisciplinary approach that guarantees its 
specific or agnostic applicability (Miller 2019).
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The Xai framework is not only applicable to Ai systems but is effective 
for all Automated decision systems (Ads) which, just like Ai, are black-boxed. 
Xai aims to overcome the opacity often associated with advanced machine le-
arning models, Ads and Ai by enabling users to understand how and why a 
system reaches a certain conclusion (Rai 2020). This transparency is especially 
crucial in high-accountability industries, such as healthcare and finance, whe-
re automated decisions can have significant impacts on human lives and the 
economy (Wen Loh 2022; Weber 2023). Xai emerges as an important com-
ponent in the debate on future developments of responsible Ai, seeking forms 
of balance between advanced performance and social accountability (Arrieta 
2020).

The Xai framework is designed to provide an approach to make the de-
cision-making processes of Ai algorithms transparent and understandable (Ali 
et al. 2023). 

In scientific literature, the Xai theme encompasses various aspects, inclu-
ding explanation, interpretation, and transparency, juxtaposed against black 
box systems (Angelov 2021). The topic of transparency through Xai applica-
tions is mainly discussed here and will be related to administrative transpa-
rency.

The explanation and transparency could improve the capacity to empo-
wer users who want to apply and use Ads enabling them to independently in-
terpret the outcomes suggested by the system without other intermediary assi-
stance. This main theme is linked to the sensitivity of the model underpinning 
the operation of automated systems. In instances where these frameworks and 
technologies lack self-evidence, prevent inexperienced individuals from gra-
sping the system’s internal workings, their action is limited. The Xai applica-
tion and human action capacity are essential for building a type of application 
and an application context in which the technology is more efficient (Bento 
et al. 2021). Explainable systems that are more intuitive and comprehensible 
can also mitigate the complexity for non-experts, enabling them to actively 
contribute to the production process (Silva 2022). This collaboration between 
different actors involved in the production process of automatic systems gi-
ves access to further interventions that define the Xai framework such as, for 
example, the application of research methods to analyse the decisions made by 
the framework and evaluate their effectiveness and coherence concerning the 
expected objectives, subject of our discussion. This could enhance the clarity of 
the system’s operation, benefiting not only end-users but also all stakeholders 
engaged in the production of digital technologies. By incorporating these ele-
ments during the design and development phases of automated and Ai systems, 
ethical principles can be seamlessly integrated into the models employed by 
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algorithmic systems. This integration aims to guarantee that the system’s ex-
planations align with prevailing social norms and regulations.

Unified within an Xai framework, these elements strive to strike a balan-
ce between the intricacy of Ai algorithms and the necessity to articulate their 
decisions in a lucid and comprehensible manner for heterogeneous users. 

3. The European regulation on Ai between transparency, 
explainability and documentability

The graph of funding sponsors (Figure 2) denotes how in terms of in-
vestment there is an interest by European institutions concerning explainable 
artificial intelligence. 

The Eu has been vigilant about the societal ramifications of digital 
technologies. Initially, through the enactment of Eu regulation 2016/679, 
known as the General data protection regulation (Gdpr) (Eu Agency for fun-
damental rights 2019), a reform was initiated concerning data protection and 
its digital dissemination. Subsequently, there is an ongoing effort through the 
regulatory process, specifically targeting the regulation of Ai applications and 
Ads.

In response to the growing spread of Ai, the European parliament produ-
ced a regulation called the Ai act. This is crafted to establish a unified regulato-
ry framework among Eu nations, aiming to adeptly tackle the socio-economic 
risks that may arise from the extensive integration of Ai-based systems (Ai act, 
article 1). The initiative underscores an escalating recognition of the imperati-
ve for a cohesive regulatory strategy, ensuring the ethical and safe development 
and utilisation of Ai (Ai act, article 1, 5). A key focal point of the Ai act revolves 
around prioritising transparency, explainability, and documentation of actions 
executed by automated systems (Ai act, recital 38). This emphasis underscores 
the Eu’s commitment to ensuring that both citizens and organisations possess 
a comprehensive understanding of the processes guiding decisions made by Ai-
based systems. Recognising transparency is pivotal not only for instilling trust 
in emerging technologies but also for addressing potential biases or discrimina-
tion arising from non-transparent or opaque algorithms (Kizilcec 2016).

This regulation aims to establish a unified approach across the Eu, ena-
bling member states to collaboratively address emerging challenges associated 
with Ai. The goal is to prevent regulatory fragmentation that could impede the 
advancement and adoption of intelligent technologies.

Moreover, the Ai act holds the potential to profoundly impact the future 
trajectory of Ai development. By urging the scientific and industrial communi-
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ties to integrate ethical principles and transparency standards into the design and 
implementation processes of Ai-based systems, this regulatory initiative fosters a 
more responsible and thoughtful governance of Ai in the Eu (Li 2023). It aligns 
with common Eu values, promoting innovation in an ethical manner.

The Eu has introduced the concept of «trustworthy Ai» as a corner-
stone of its strategy to regulate and steer the development and deployment 
of Ai within the Eu. In 2019, the European commission unveiled guidelines 
for trustworthy Ai. The trustworthy Ai framework rests on seven fundamental 
pillars, referred to as the «ethical Ai requirements».

These pillars include:
• respect for fundamental rights;
• good governance;
• transparency;
• diversity, non-discrimination and equity;
• safety;
• interoperability;
• responsibility.
These ethical requirements are designed to guarantee that Ai deve-

lopment and utilisation in the Eu adhere to principles of trustworthiness, safe-
ty, and respect for human rights, aligning with the Eu’s core values. 

The first pillar underscores the importance of respecting fundamental 
rights, emphasising the preservation of human rights, privacy, and social justice 
throughout all stages of Ai development. The second pillar, focusing on good 
governance, strives to establish a clear framework of responsibility and con-
trol to ensure the responsible and informed management of Ai advancements. 
Transparency, the third pillar, emerges as a pivotal element, necessitating un-
derstandable explanations for decisions made by intelligent algorithms, there-
by fostering public trust. The fourth pillar centres on diversity, non-discrimi-
nation, and equity, aiming to eradicate bias and disparities, ensuring that Ai is 
developed and employed in an ethical and inclusive manner. The fifth pillar, 
security, concentrates on safeguarding Ai-based systems from threats and at-
tacks, fostering a secure digital environment. Interoperability, the sixth pillar, 
encourages collaboration between intelligent systems and the harmonious coe-
xistence of diverse technologies. Lastly, the seventh pillar places a significant 
emphasis on responsibility, delineating the roles and responsibilities of the en-
tities involved in Ai development and usage, ensuring clear and transparent 
governance. Together, these pillars constitute a complete ethical and regulatory 
framework which, implemented in the Xai framework, becomes a fundamental 
guide for the evaluation of digital technologies, in particular Ai ones. This con-
tributes to the social impact evaluation of these technological systems.
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4. Evaluation of algorithmic systems through the Xai 
framework

The preceding discussion underscores the potential of integrating the 
Xai framework into the development of digital technologies, specifically Ai, to 
enhance transparency. Application of this framework can elucidate automated 
processes, providing clarity not only to public decision-makers but also to tho-
se affected by the Ads.

Recent historical trends reveal a swift and diverse digitalisation wave across 
public and private sectors, resulting in technologies and products with adverse 
effects on individuals and society (Androniceanu et al. 2022). In recent years 
we have witnessed various automated systems that have generated unexpected 
and potentially problematic effects on society such as, for example, the algorithm 
used for assigning teachers in Italy in the 2016/2017 school year (Aragona 2022) 
and the Automatic image recognition system (Sari) used in Italy in 2018 whose 
real-time image recognition application was blocked by the Italian data protec-
tion authority (negative opinion, March 25, 2021, n. 9575877).

Some digitalisation processes have prompted critical discourse on obser-
ved black-box phenomena (Pasquale 2015) (Figure 4).

Fig. 4.  From Xai to administrative transparency.
Source: Elaboration by the authors.

According to Xai framework, fully black-boxed systems will not be tran-
sparent while grey and white box systems that allow inspection will be com-
pliant with the framework and administratively transparent (Figure 4). 

In the following section we delve into a pertinent case study illustrating 
tangible adverse effects on individuals and society, attributable to a lack of ad-
ministrative transparency stemming from the use of automated technologies 
that deviate from the principles of explainability.

The adoption of a case study aims to elucidate how the integration of the 
Xai framework into these processes can contribute to mitigating the adverse 
impacts of technologies employed in Pa. We employed two research methods 
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to reconstruct the context of deployment of the technology. Firstly, we used 
Search as research (Salganik 2018; Aragona and Amato 2022b), conducting 
research on Google trends and the Google search engine to identify keywords 
associated with the topic. Subsequently, these keywords were used on X to ex-
tract relevant hashtags (Marres and Weltevrede 2013). This sequential process 
enhanced our comprehension of the closely linked issues surrounding the in-
vestigated case. Furthermore, it broadened our investigative scope by retrieving 
additional information from newspaper articles, dedicated web pages, televi-
sion broadcasts, and videos. The combination of these diverse sources enabled 
us to reconstruct the chronological sequence of events that led to the utilisa-
tion of the algorithm in teacher selection, and the subsequent protests.

Case study: the algorithm behind the regulation of school 
teacher rankings

In Italy, during the 2016/17 school year, the Ministry of education 
(Miur) employed an algorithmic system for teacher mobility operations. Ho-
wever, this implementation sparked extensive discussions and had adverse ef-
fects on numerous Italian teachers (Aragona 2022). Challenges arose in con-
nection with the algorithmic system, particularly concerning the assignment of 
destinations. Destinations were not allocated based on the candidates’ scores 
but rather prioritised the destination listed as the first choice by the candidate. 
This resulted in instances where teachers with higher scores, who had chosen 
a specific location as their second preference, were surpassed by teachers with 
lower scores. The determining factor was the priority given to those who had 
listed that city as their first choice. This issue gained national prominence as 
teachers expressed their grievances through protests, and the issue was extensi-
vely covered in both newspapers and national public service television.

The algorithm in question was created in response to a Ministry of edu-
cation tender for overseeing It processes, allocated a budget of 117 million eu-
ros. Despite being implemented at a total expenditure of 444 thousand euros 
and developed by globally acclaimed It firms, experts called upon to evaluate 
the algorithm highlighted that «the most fundamental programming criteria 
known to apply were not observed» (Salvucci et al. 2017). They further re-
marked that the reasons behind the programmer’s choice to create a system de-
scribed as «pompous, redundant, and not oriented towards maintainability» 
were not clear (Salvucci et al. 2017).

Although this algorithm was introduced with the aim of improving the 
process of assigning teachers to schools, making it more transparent and based 
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on objective criteria, it is a clear example of how the development and imple-
mentation of the system did not achieve the initial objectives of the project.

The implementation of this algorithm has been the subject of contro-
versy and criticism. Not only schools and teachers but also computer scientists 
summoned as experts and asked to express their opinions on the system have 
raised concerns regarding the lack of clarity in the functioning of the algorithm 
and the possible distortions generated in the assignments (Salvucci et al. 2017).

To gather date, we pinpointed the time frame during which the algo-
rithm was active and the period when its effects became apparent. We emplo-
yed Search as research on Google trends, utilising the terms «school»4 and 
«algorithm». The period we selected for the research is 2016, the year the sof-
tware was used. In this time frame, we focused mainly on the summer months 
when the teacher-graded list would be published. On Google trends, we com-
pared the two selected terms to detect common peaks and from there began to 
identify themes and associated words. The Google trend search highlights how 
the term «algorithm» at that time was not yet in common use in searches, and 
the software clearly highlights this by showing how it is associated with a wide 
heterogeneity of terms. The most relevant peak that the two terms share is that 
of September 28, 2016, when, continuing the search on Google search, results 
in the publication of a television report aired on the La7 broadcaster entitled 
«Good school-in words. Chaos and desperation in reality»5 in which specific 
reference is made to the teacher selection algorithm and the problems it has 
caused. On Google trends, the insight into the term «algorithm» on that day 
sees «meaning of algorithm» as the most frequently associated query. Going 
to look at the most associated queries about the term «school» there is the 
word «eligible». By changing the search parameters and employing «eligi-
ble» and «algorithm» jointly the peaks increase and the term «ghost» emer-
ges. With this information, we moved back to Google search to expand the 
documents available to us and prepare for data extraction on social media X.

On this topic, we extracted the social media platform X users’ posts 
from July 1, 2016, to December 31, 20166 (Table 1). The keywords used for 
the extraction were «algorithm» and «school». From the extraction, we de-
rived 341 posts that in total were re-shared 838 times. The most frequently 

4 The keywords used for data extraction were in Italian, for the article they were 
translated into English.

5 Title translated from Italian by the authors: Buona scuola – a parole. Caos e dispe-
razione nei fatti. Retrieved November 13, 2023: https://www.la7.it/la-gabbia/video/buona-
scuola-a-parole-caos-e-disperazione-nei-fatti-29-09-2016-194166.

6 Search query on X «scuola algoritmo until:2016-12-31 since:2016-06-01».

https://www.la7.it/la-gabbia/video/buona-scuola-a-parole-caos-e-disperazione-nei-fatti-29-09-2016-194166.
https://www.la7.it/la-gabbia/video/buona-scuola-a-parole-caos-e-disperazione-nei-fatti-29-09-2016-194166.
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used hashtags were «#algorithm» 86 times, «#school» 74 times, «#mobili-
ty2016» 73 times, and «#eligibleghost» 42 times (Figure 5). 

The users’ posts highlighted the frustration of those teachers who, ha-
ving failed to score a suitable score to be selected for their first choice because 
they were overtaken by competitors with the same location who had scored 
higher, were passed over by teachers with lower scores who had selected as their 
first choice the one they had listed as their second.

Tab. 1. Table of X scraping records

Number of records 341

Number of authors 173

Number of accounts 224

Re-tweets 838

Source: Elaboration by the authors.

Fig. 5.  Frequency of hashtags.
Source: Elaboration by the authors.

Despite protests, complaints, and media prominence, to date, it is repor-
ted that the teachers’ trade union still denounces the negative harm that the 
teacher selection algorithm, continues to cause (Redazione scuola 2023). 

Teachers suffered concrete and tangible negative effects from the algo-
rithmic system, as, in the face of low pay, they were moved to distant regions 
due to system malfunctions. The hashtag «#eligibleghosts» is an indicator of 
the problem.

In the following years, the Miur continued to use algorithms which, at 
various levels, generated other problems for teachers and aspiring teachers. 
This further highlights how those principles of transparency and accountabi-
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lity described within regulations may be abstract, but then do not find full 
integration and application within Pa processes, entailing the possibility of ta-
king legal action (in this regard see the Council of State rulings 8472/2019, 
2270/2019, 881/2020, 7891/2021). The focus on the issues arising from the 
use of algorithms for assigning positions is still active in 2023, becoming a 
current topic within the public sphere. Some more critical issues emerged by 
analysing the evolution of the case from 2016 to 2023. 

In 2017 Miur declared that it used a different algorithm, but the system 
had a malfunction that prevented the loading of the teacher’s applications. We 
observed new hashtags related to the case: «non-resident teachers united» 
129 times, «increase mobility quota» 101 times. 

In 2018, the main hashtag observed was «exiled teachers 107» 48 times.
In 2020 the «istanze online» platform for the provincial rankings for 

substitute teachers had problems in the user access phase. This same event also 
happened in 2021, when the algorithm used for the teacher rankings for the 
Gps excluded vulnerable groups. Furthermore, in September the rankings were 
cancelled and remade following other malfunctions.

Since 2021, following a tender worth 5.4 million euros, the Miur has 
relied on a new algorithm called National resident matching program match 
(Nrmc) for the assignment of teachers who, in addition to presenting the cri-
tical issues that have already emerged with the previous system discussed here, 
also has new problems like the exclusion of vulnerable groups and the inade-
quate match between teacher and positions.

In the three years 2021-23, there were numerous posts on X from users 
complaining about the negative effects of this new algorithm. Table 2 shows 
the number of posts (776) obtained from scraping that contain the terms 
«school» and «algorithm» from 2017 to 2023.
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Tab. 2. Table of scraping records 2017-2023

Number of records 776

Number of authors 583

Number of accounts 679

Yearly breakdown of 
tweets

Year Tweets Re-Tweets

2017 59 1302

2018 80 308

2019 86 216

2020 76 328

2021 131 697

2022 240 700

2023 104 357
Source: Elaboration by the authors.

The case highlighted the challenges of using algorithms in decision-
making, especially when it comes to sensitive issues such as human resource 
management in educational institutions. It emphasised the importance of ca-
reful implementation of algorithms, considering the Ai act, the trustworthy Ai 
framework and its seven fundamental pillars, and the involvement of stakehol-
ders to avoid possible bias or misunderstanding. 

It is our opinion that the that the application of the Xai frameworks 
could have helped in showing both the designer and the developer potential 
unexpected effects. and mitigate their impacts.

Potential applications of the Xai framework 

The adoption of agnostic frameworks for Xai emerges as a promising 
strategy for designing automated decision systems that integrate diverse digital 
technologies. These frameworks, crafted to be adaptable and versatile across va-
rious contexts, seek to establish a robust conceptual foundation for addressing 
the challenge of Ai explainability (Miller 2019). Despite the advantage of a uni-
fied starting point offered by agnostic frameworks, it is crucial to acknowledge 
that, during development, distinct technical and contextual nuances of each 
technology may surface. Digital technologies exhibit considerable diversity 
in their characteristics and functionalities, defined in the literature as affor-
dances (Norman 1999; Ehsan 2023). Put differently, the intricacy of different 
digital platforms may demand the incorporation of specific features within the 
Xai framework tailored to the features of the system or the specific context 
to which a given technology pertains. Consequently, while the utilisation of 
agnostic frameworks serves as a pragmatic outset (Arrieta et al. 2020; Brasse 
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et al. 2023), it is frequently concluded that, for enhanced explainability, the 
development of Xai specifications tailored to each context becomes a necessity 
(Adabi and Berrada 2018; Miller 2019; Rawal et al. 2021).

Employing frameworks for enhancing transparency in digital technolo-
gies involves a trade-off. This compromise entails weighing the features and 
the affordances of digital technology against the specifications of the intended 
implementation framework (Miller 2019; Angelov et al. 2021). The Xai fra-
mework necessitates customisation to align with the reference technology and 
the economic, social, and cultural context of its application.

5. An implementation of Xai in the policy cycle

Following the setting of the policy cycle (Howlett et al. 2020) and how 
this model is applied to the digital context, we considered the possibility of 
relating it to the Xai framework. To show this application of Xai to the policy 
cycle, we follow the approach presented by Höchtl, Parycek and Schöllham-
mer (2016) in which the relationship between big data and the e-policy ma-
king cycle is shown ( Johnston 2015).

The Ai act and the developments in discussions around Ai highlight the 
importance of assessing the impact of Ads. However, this assessment is not di-
rectly linked to achieving greater explainability of these Ai systems. The media 
and scholars’ discussions of issues related to Ai and the risks associated with 
digital technologies, can lead to a more active awareness regarding the fun-
ctioning of these systems. The Xai supports the technological assessment by 
guaranteeing more transparent information on the functioning of the Adms, 
allowing the media, experts and citizens to understand more clearly the fun-
ctioning of a specific Adm. Figure 6 shows how the Xai framework could fit 
into the policy cycle.

Fig. 6.  Implementation of the Xai framework in the policy cycle.
 Source: Elaboration by the authors.
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As Agcom has already done about the Gdpr (2016) and the adoption 
of the rules regarding cookies and the cookie banner, a designated authority 
could also act as a guarantor for Xai instances. This could be achieved through 
the development of a framework and metrics to initiate a case study evaluation 
of Ai technologies in use in Pa. Furthermore, it could act as an evaluating au-
thority for future applications for which the presence of Adm is expected. To 
analyse and evaluate not only the levels of risk and impact but also the explai-
nability and transparency of these technologies.

Considering the presence of an authority capable of evaluating and im-
plementing Xai instances, as happened with the Gdpr and its effective appli-
cation, can significantly lengthen the timeline for the implementation of ex-
plainable solutions within the Adms. Otherwise, different solutions could, on 
the one hand, take into consideration the establishment of professional figures 
who, placed within the Pa offices, can manage Xai instances from within, or, 
on the other, equip these same offices in the implementation of these tools, the 
skills necessary to accommodate Xai instances.

Like the e-policy cycle that integrates continuous assessments between 
process phases, the same may be necessary for Xai integration. The characte-
ristics that define Xai are closely connected to cultural and social values that 
differ based on context and can change over time. For these reasons, it is im-
portant to take into consideration how the needs for such requests today can 
exclude elements that could become essential tomorrow.

6. Conclusions

Pa increasingly employs digital technologies, so frameworks such as the 
Xai plays a crucial role in the design of transparent systems from the earliest sta-
ges of development, to prevent or mitigate the adverse effects of technologies, 
especially Ai based. The ability to explain Ai results is critical to ensuring regula-
tory compliance and addressing ethical concerns related to the use of decision-
making algorithms. In this context, the development of Xai emerges as an im-
portant pillar for the future deployment of Ai in Pa, creating a balance between 
advanced performance and social accountability (Panigutti et al. 2023).

The case study considered in this article highlights the critical issues fa-
ced by a national context in the development of algorithmic systems that have 
significant degrees of discretion such that the actions performed can have nor-
mative effects on individuals. 

The Xai framework applied to Adms requires being inside Pa processes. 
This contribution, not being able to enter the black box of technology, instead 
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took into consideration a well-known case to highlight how the lack of those 
principles that define the Xai framework could produce negative effects on 
society.

The posts that we had the opportunity to analyse, as well as the docu-
mentary sources that we took into consideration, brought various questions 
to the attention of the media, public decision-makers, and judicial bodies. Fir-
stly, was identified a growing demand for transparency and control on the part 
of the institutions involved in the teacher selection process. This request, not 
being applied in the years following the use of the algorithm discussed here, 
led to less trust in the decision-making process, in the institutions, and in the 
technological tool itself. The digitalisation process has highlighted a discre-
pancy within the Pa which, although it adheres to european norms by propo-
sing to defend the values of transparency and accountability of administrative 
processes, ends up not implementing those principles within the processes in 
use. The discrepancy between the objectives and the results highlights how 
these tools are not used appropriately. One of the effects generated by these 
practices was to increase appeals to judicial bodies which, through legal ac-
tions, took charge of the unfair effects of algorithmic decisions.

We are aware that the sole introduction of the Xai framework is not de-
cisive, because greater participation and attention would be needed from the 
stakeholders involved in the production and use of Adms by Pa. But it could 
guarantee that basic knowledge, currently precluded by the presence of unex-
plainable systems (black boxes), so that multiple subjects, having the oppor-
tunity to exercise the principle of knowability, can assess digital technologies 
more central topic in public opinion.

The importance of addressing future challenges and implementing solu-
tions that promote the balance between technological innovation and rights 
protection from an inclusive perspective is emphasised, ensuring a future in 
which Ai can contribute positively to society. Following the call for a multidi-
sciplinary approach to the Xai framework in Miller’s (2019) article, we believe 
that research in the social sciences can contribute constructively by providing 
methods and approaches necessary for the design and evaluation of explaina-
ble artificial intelligence systems. Integrating these processes into technology 
production facilitates the incorporation of essential Xai framework characteri-
stics into product design from the early stages (Mulvenna et al. 2017). Conse-
quently, new technological applications are developed with transparency and 
explainability principles integrated, promoting a fairer and less opaque fun-
ctioning of these digital technologies.
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